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Prom 42: Estonian Festival

Orchestra6Järvi review :

Pärt grips but Buniatishvili

disappoints

Royal Albert Hall, LondonMaking their Proms
debut, the Estonian Orchestra showed their quality in
an all;Nordic programme, marred by Khatia
Buniatishvili’s theatrical performance

Martin Kettle

Tue 14 Aug 2018 14.59 BST

High speed ... Khatia Buniatishvili plays Grieg’s piano concerto in Prom 42.

Photograph: Chris Christodoulou

T
his all-Nordic programme, performed by the excellent Estonian Festival Orchestra

under one of the most admired conductors of the day, Paavo Järvi, had long

promised to be one of this season’s special Proms. And in many ways it turned out

that way, with a gripping performance of Arvo Pärt’s third symphony to begin and

a beautifully played Sibelius’s Fifth to finish – its climax expertly held back by

Järvi until the closing page.

The problem with the evening came with Khatia Buniatishvili’s account of the Grieg piano

concerto in between the two symphonies. There has never been any question that
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Buniatishvili has technique to spare, and the fluid touch she adopted in the first movement

emphasised the debts that Grieg owed to Schumann’s concerto. Yet with her playing there is

always a “but”, and there was a mounting sense that Grieg’s voice was being sacrificed to

Buniatishvili’s technique and keyboard theatricality. That fear became flesh in the final

movement, which Buniatishvili seemed intent on playing as fast as possible. When she

returned to play the world’s slowest and least idiomatic performance of Debussy’s Clair de

Lune as an encore, it triggered, for me, that most unexpected of concert hall emotions –

anger.

The Estonians had begun imposingly,

sculpting the austerely ritualised 1971

symphony, with its roots in Gregorian chant,

through which Pärt found his way to the

more restrained later style that has become

his trademark. Järvi’s control was clear and

benign, and his trumpet, timpani and

bassoon soloists stood out. The performance

took place in the presence of the composer

himself, and no one present will easily forget

the way how, after taking his bow, the

bearded 82-year-old sprinted back up the

steps and away from the limelight like a man

half his age.

• Available on BBC iPlayer.

• The BBC Proms continue until 8 September. 

Since you’re here…
… we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but

advertising revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations,

we haven’t put up a paywall – we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can

see why we need to ask for your help. The Guardian’s independent, investigative journalism

takes a lot of time, money and hard work to produce. But we do it because we believe our

perspective matters – because it might well be your perspective, too.

The Guardian is editorially independent, meaning we set our own agenda. Our journalism is

free from commercial bias and not influenced by billionaire owners, politicians or

shareholders. No one edits our Editor. No one steers our opinion. This is important because

it enables us to give a voice to the voiceless, challenge the powerful and hold them to

account. It’s what makes us different to so many others in the media, at a time when factual,

honest reporting is critical.

If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, helps to support it, our future would be

much more secure. For as little as €1, you can support the Guardian – and it only takes a
minute. Thank you.

Benign control ... Paavo Järvi.
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